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ABSTRACT

We use the available theoretical and experimental values for the e las t ic ,

inelastic and ionization cross sections of electrons by hydrogen atoms to

obtain the total cross section. The optical theorem and a dispersion re-

lation are used to calculate the forward e-H scattering amplitude for «er

-4tfta-and high energies. Using this quantity we test the reabi i i ty of the

Born expansion for e last ic e-N scattering.
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INTRODUCTION

Gerjuoy and Krai I1 have assumed that the scattering amplitude for e-atom

scattering is analytic in the complex energy-plane except for poles at

the bound states of the system and a branch at the real positive axis .

Then, they are able to write a dispersion relation for the forward elas-

tic scattering amplitude, for each spin channel,

* flE,0) - fjE,0) * ÍP [ Im f(E'»0) dE* • I I. (1)
B * J E' - E i-1 *

Where fD(F,0) is the first Born approximation to the forward amplitude ,o
P Indicates a principal value and I. Is the residue on the j bound state

3
of the e-atom system. For e-H scattering there are two spin channels and
we can use the optical theorem

Imf(E.O) - T*~ o±{E) (2)

for the singlet (+), S-Q, and triplet (-) 5-1 channel and the fact that

there is a singlet H~ (lc^'S,) bound state to obtain (in atomic un!~s):

)

(3)

These amplitudes »rt combinations of the direct and exchange amplitudes

?,0)4

Using the definition of the total cross section

oiE) - | o'(B) * J
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the following relation is obtained

(5)

where R(E)- R/(E+\E0\), being Eo the energy of the bound state.

The dispersion relation (Eq.1) has been proved in potential scattering

for central potentials V{r) which satisfy the condition2:

Í - (a>0) (6)

in e-atom scattering long range potentials are present and the condition

(6) is not satisfied. Futhermore, the exchange amplitude gr (£,0) could

have singularities coming from the crossed channels. In the simplest

case these singularities will introduce a branch out at the negative; real

energy axis. By comparison of theoretical and experimental data Oe Heer

at al.~ have evaluate for e-helium scattering the correction A(£) that

must be added to the equation (5). They found that it decreases quickly

when the energy increases, and that suggest* that It must be produced by

left hand singularities. Hutt et at." have verified numerically that the

Eq.(5),'n the form of a sum rule, that is for zero energy, .Is not valid

for e-H elastic scattering. The reason is that,for £-0,the left hand sin-

gularities are too near and they can not be neglected. If we consider

medium and high energies the contribution of the left singularities will

be small and the Eq. (5) should be an approplate way to obtain the for-

ward amplitude.

FORWARD CROSS SECTION

The total cross section Is the sum of elastic, Inelastic and lonfzation

cross sections;
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o(E) - o (E) * I a (E) • o.(E) (7)

Tne o,,^ . corresponds to an atom that initially is at the state Is and
IS* ill

is excited to the state of atomic numbers n,l by the collision. We use

experimental and theoretical values to evaluate each term in eq.(7).

(E)

a) o. | : In the energy range 1 — 10 eV there are different sets of experimen-

tal values 5, but to be consistent with the method adopted for higher ener-

gy we integrate numerically the normalized differential elastic cross sec-

tion measured by Williams6. The possible numerical error in this procedure

is smaller than the experimental error. The same method is used for energies

in the range 10-100 eV. In higher energies the principal contribution to

the Oifl̂ »,, ' comes from the scattering at small angles, which has not been

measured. To avoid this problem we made a graphic interpolation between the

experimental value at 100 eV and the Born value at **00 eV 7 . These are the

most uncertain values in our calculation. Above *»00 eV we use the Born va-

lues.

b) ate+28
 : K a uPP'l a ei al"* nas measured the cascada cross section

In the range 10 - 1000 eV. We subtract the contribution of the excitation

ls + 3p by using the experimental values of Mahan9 for o.^~ , and we obtain

c) o. 2 : ^P to tne «ner9y of 250 eV we use the experimental values of Long

et al.10 normalized to the absolute value measured by Williams and Willis11

at 11.02 eV. Above 250 eV we use the first Born approximation12.

d) a.g -, : From 10 to 500 eV we add the te-*3e, to •»• 3p and te * "id excitation

cross sections measured by Mahan'. They are normalized to the Born approxi-

mation at 500 eV.
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e) To calculate the excitation cross section o. . with n z. U we use

the Born approximation7'12 .

f) o.(£): The experimental values of Fite and Brackmen1* are used from

13.6 to 1000 eV.

At energies above 1000 eV we use the Born values of o[E) reported by

Bethe ls . The total cross section obtained from eq.(7) can be approxi-

mate at the different ranges of the energy by the equations:

0 - 10 eV /E a(E) - 19.753 * 8.455 «£ - 2.411 E

10 - 300 eV /E a{E) « 17.958 • 1.259 *£ - 0.077 E
(8)

300 - 1000 eV /E o{B) - 5.148 + »98.2/*fc

1000 eV - « /P a(£")

where the energies are given in eV and o(E) In units ira*. Since the

experimental values used have an error about the \0%, we can consider

enough acurate the interpolation equations (8). In fact they approxi-

mate the empirical values with a error lower than St.

The direct Born amplitude is independent of the energy fg(£,0) •• ao and

the first order exchange amplitude is given by the Born-Oppenheimer appro-

ximation15 (units of a9):

- 6 - 4£*J - 2**
£ *.0> 2 (9)

The energy of the H~ (1«2) bound state is 0.75*»7 eV - 0.02775 a*2 and

the residue is *: R - 0.62709 a'\ With these values Re{fD[E,Q)-jgE(EJ3))

can be calculated and the results mr» in table 1. The Im(r(E,0) - jg [£,0))

Is obtained from Eq.(2). To obtain a value for / (7,0),since at the con-

sidered energies g (£,0) ft much smaller than f (tf,0),we can assume that
E E

the re») quantity g^E,!)) gives a good description for g (2,0). Then, we
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eliminate the exchange amplitude in both sides of Eq.(5) and we obtain

fD (£,0) and

which are reported in table I. In fig.I we compare that quantity with

the theoretical valuers recently obtained using the four state coupled

channel second order potential 16 and the partial wave calculation of

the single channel second order potential I7. Deviation between theore-

tical and dispersion relation values could be produced by the singulari-

ties on the left energy semi plane. We note that differences decreases

with the energy.

COMPARISON BETWEEN DISPERSION RELATION and BORN EXPANSION

High order terms of the perturbative expansion for the e-H elastic scatte-

ring amplitude:

/ < e > -Ate» e> • /ai**
e> • •••

have been introduced by different theoretical procedures ". The second

Born approximation /2(£,6) in the e-atom scattering takes account of the

effects due to the dlstorsion of the incident electron and atomic waves .

That term contains the more important contributions to the scattering due to

the long range forces,originated by the atomic polarization,and that pro-

duces a strong peak in the forwards direction of the differential scatte-

ring cross section. Because fi(E1%) receive» the contribution of an infi-

nite number of intermediate virtual states It is very difficult to be

evaluated for an arbitrary angle. The only exact calculation of f2(E,B )

has been performed at zero angle **, In *\g. 2 the values obtained using

the dispersion relation are compared with the exact second order,
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We notice that / '(£,0) gives a good description of the imaginary part of

the amplitude but not of the real part. We must conclude that it should

be an important contribution from the high Born terms to the forward am-

plitude. Certainly it is not a simple task to evaluate these orders. Byron

and Joachin20 have given an evaluation for /3 and fH by expanding the

Glauber approximation. They show that the principal correction to f*2'(Efi)

comes from the real part of f (£,6), that agree with our results.

From Fig.2 we see that up to an energy of some keV the first Born approxima-

tion fi(E,0) will not give good values for /(£",0). In fact, Im /(fc^O)

seems to converge too slowly to zero for Increasing energies.

E

50

100

200

<«oo

680

Im{fD - I gE)

1.56

1.55

1.38

1.02

0.85

2.85

2.31»

1.80

1.52

1.39

(ao)

2.63

2.22

1.73

1.1+8

1.37

<«!>

10.7

7.9

5.2

3.*»

2.7

Table 1 - Forward cross section.
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fig.l. Forward elastic e-H cross section given by: A - dispersion

relation B - Pour state coupled channel second order potential C -

partial wave calculation of the single channel second order poten-

tial D - second order perturbative expansion (exchange included).
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fig.2. Real and immaginary part of the e-H scattering amplitude :

comparison between the dispersion relation values and the second

order perturbative expansion.


